
The Education Game
HOW GAMING PRINCIPLES 
CAN FACILITATE LEARNING  
Ever wonder why your students are able 
to spend hour after hour playing video 
games but struggle to dedicate an hour to 
completing their homework? Games use 
rewards, competition, and recognition to 
motivate users. Think about your own 
experience playing games. Have you ever 
gotten hooked on connecting the dots, 
outrunning the bad guys, or flinging a 
bird to advance to the next level or earn a 
new high score?
 Games can teach us a lot about the 
psychology of learning and motivation. 
Can we take some of the qualities 
that make games so captivating and 
apply them to the way we structure 
our content? Are institutes of higher 
education really bringing gaming 
principles into the classroom? Yes, and 
quite successfully, too.

WHAT IS GAMIFICATION?
Gamification is the use of game elements 
in nongaming situations to motivate or 
influence behavior. In education, it’s 
structuring the delivery and organization 
of course content and review to use 
concepts like competition, recognition, 
reward, and feedback to engage learners.

WHY DOES IT WORK?
Gaming principles tap into our core 
desire to win, be recognized for winning, 
and advance to the next opportunity to 
win again. We have a strong desire to 
measure progress toward clear goals and 
achieve small victories along the way to 
accomplishing a larger goal. 
 The gamification of education applies 
these principles to the way students 
learn content and pass classes, instead 
of the way they master the levels of their 
favorite game. Introducing competition 
into the classroom through specifically 
designed activities and games spurs 
concentration and interest and increases 
students’ level of engagement in the 
material. Increased engagement in the 
material can even lead to increased 
student retention. Giving students 
ways to clearly track their progress 
as they master the levels of your 
course and program fosters a sense of 
accomplishment that will keep them 
motivated to succeed and move on the 
next level.

The One-Word Quiz
Put a unique twist on your 
traditional quiz format with the 
one-word quiz. Create cards with 
one word written on each—a 
muscle name, pathology, system 
of the body, etc. You may choose 
to have a different word on each 
card or use some words multiple 
times. Each student draws a 
card and writes everything they 
know about that topic within 
a given amount of time. Add 
more structure by requiring 
them to write a certain number 
of facts about their topic. Make 
it a team event by using the 
same word and having teams 
compete to see which can write 
the largest number of facts.
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BETTER ONLINE?
Some of these concepts may work better in 
online learning environments than in-person 
classrooms. Leaderboards spark participants’ 
innate competitive streak. They need to be 
anonymous, though, showing ranking amongst 
unknown competitors for them to be motivating 
and not defeating and embarrassing for those at 
the bottom. Badges often work better as online 
tokens than in-person rewards.

APPLY THE PRINCIPLES
When you introduce gamification principles to 
the classroom, remember that you’re teaching 
the same core content, but you’re changing the 
way you present and structure that content. 
For example, you may restructure your course 
syllabus to showcase quizzes and tests as levels 
of achievement on the path to an ultimate goal; 
students must master one level to move to the 
next. Design a visual tracking system for them 
to individually track their progress. Swap a large 
and lengthy activity or project for 2–3 shorter 
activities that cover the same material.

One of the easiest and most effective ways 
to incorporate these principles into your 
classroom is to introduce activities that follow 
gamification principles.

Example 
Divergent Thinking Activity—Student teams 
list as many responses to a given stimulus 
as they can in a specific amount of time. 
For example, you may ask the class to list as 
many muscles of the body as they can in 2 
minutes. To add the element of competition, 
set a minimum number of muscles they 
need to name to move on to the next 
part of class. If they don’t achieve that 
minimum number, they need to try again.

 Gamification concepts can increase learner 
engagement and motivation and bring an element 
of fun to your classroom. Be sure to match the 
right gamification structure with your content. 
Resources like The Gamification of Learning and 
Instruction; Game-Based Methods and Strategies for 
Training and Education by Karl M. Kapp (Pfeiffer, 
2012) will help you design a successful structure. 
Visit sites like www.khanacademy.org to experience 
an example of an online learning program that 
incorporates gamification concepts.
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Tips for Incorporating Gaming Principles
•  Student motivation increases when they 

achieve multiple, quick victories.

•  Design activities that are at the right 
level of challenge for learners’ abilities so 
you’re setting them up to succeed.

•  Provide clearly defined goals, structure, and 
boundaries so learners know what is expected 
of them as they work to achieve the goal.

•  Give short time frames for activities to create a 
heightened sense of urgency and accomplishment.

•  Provide immediate feedback.

•  Create activities that help students recall and test their 
knowledge of information that has already been covered 
by using that information to solve a new problem.

•  Use group activities where small groups of students can 
compete against each other to complete a task. This 
increases socialization, builds a sense of community, 
and keeps any one student from feeling defeated.

•  After several smaller victories, introduce a harder 
activity that requires students to work together to 
accomplish. Allow them to try again—to do better 
than they did the time before—until they succeed.
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New Online Resource: 
Instructor Profiles

ABMP has added a new resource to its wealth of online 
tools to help instructors succeed in the classroom! 
We’ve created the opportunity for instructors to share 
their ideas and inspiration with fellow educators across 
the country through our Instructor Profile page. Each 
profile in the growing library highlights an instructor 
and shares his or her best teaching tips and activities.
 Visit ABMP’s instructor profile page—
www.abmp.com/instructors/instructor_profiles.php— 
to read the profiles, get great ideas for new activities 
and resources to use in the classroom, and submit 
your own activities and teaching tips to share!

Therapy Foundation, and the National Certification 
Board for Therapeutic Massage & Bodywork.
 Educators were asked to submit their feedback 
on the project’s initial education blueprint through 
mid-August. Taking that feedback into consideration, 
the project team is compiling the final report and 
blueprint, which will be published in December.
 Visit the ELAP website, www.elapmassage.org,
to learn more about the project, to view videos 
describing the process, and to read the final report 
and education blueprint when published.

ELAP Update
The Entry-Level Analysis Project (ELAP) is a research 
project that defines the minimum number of education 
hours necessary to acquire knowledge and skills essential 
for safe and competent practice as an entry-level massage or 
bodywork therapist. 
 It’s a joint project between the Alliance for Massage 
Therapy Education, the American Massage Therapy 
Association, Associated Bodywork & Massage Professionals, 
the Commission on Massage Therapy Accreditation, the 
Federation of State Massage Therapy Boards, the Massage 



Instructors on the Front Lines Workshop Series, Topic 5

“Building Communication Skills 
in Massage Students”
Communication skills affect every aspect of a therapist’s ability to 
initiate, manage, and maintain a healthy therapeutic relationship with 
clients, yet many massage students struggle with the basic interpersonal 
communication required to work effectively with peers and instructors. 
Massage educators find they need to teach students these abilities, but 
don’t know where to start.

Join ABMP at a live Instructors on the Front Lines workshop to gain an 
in-depth understanding of communication styles, patterns, and skills. 
Attendees will return to their programs with methods and tools to teach 
students how to communicate effectively.

For more information, including 2013-2014 dates and registration, visit
http://www.abmp.com/instructors_on_the_front_lines/

PO Box 1869
Evergreen, Colorado 80437
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Want to learn more?  
Visit http://www.abmp.com/instructors/ 
or contact ABMP Education Facilitator 

Taffie Lewis at 800-458-2267, 
ext. 629 or Taffie@abmp.com.

Instructor 
Resource 
Program

A Membership Discount and So Much More

www.abmp.com
800-458-2267 

To say “thank you” for the part you 
play in advancing our profession, 
we’ve created the ABMP 
Instructor Resource Program 
for all instructors who currently 
teach students enrolled in an entry-
level, state-approved massage 
or bodywork program (those 
programs that prepare students for 
entry into the field of massage).

Your ABMP membership 
includes the most comprehensive 
resources available to massage 
and bodywork instructors. 

Benefits include:
•  $24 discount on your certified or 

professional membership fee.

•  Comprehensive liability insurance 
coverage for you in your 
practice and your classroom.

•  Access to Student Success 
Curriculum Teaching Kits 
and Activity Ideas on 
topics like study skills, time 
management, and more.

•  Study forms, digital flash 
cards, and other resources to 
increase student success.

•  On-demand webinars on 
instructor-specific topics.

•  On-demand webinars on 
massage-related topics to 
use in the classroom.

• Free website with unlimited pages.

•  Discounts on products and 
services: online scheduling 
program, cell phones, etc.

• So much more!

Are you taking advantage of 
the ABMP benefits that are 
available to you as a massage 
and bodywork instructor? 



Celebrating 18 Years of Fellowship and Education

School Issues Forum
April 24–26, 2014

Date: April 24–26, 2014
Place: The St. Julien Hotel and Spa

in Boulder, Colorado

The ABMP School Issues Forum is a fun gathering 
where massage school owners, directors, and 
instructors can educate, inspire, learn, and network in 
a beautiful setting while enjoying fabulous food and 
great conversations. The 18th annual ABMP School 
Issues Forum will be held at the St. Julien Hotel in 
gorgeous Boulder, Colorado (www.stjulien.com). 
In addition to the sessions for school owners and 
administrators, we’re offering a concurrent program 
for instructors on Friday, April 25.

Explore this link for a schedule of events,
session descriptions, registration

information, and more!

http://www.abmp.com/forum/

Questions?
Contact Kathy Laskye at

800-458-2267, ext. 649,
or kathy@abmp.com

Instructor Program
“You! The Curriculum Expert”
(Three-Part Workshop)  

Are you tired of teaching classes the way they have always 
been taught at your school? 
Do you want to take your content expertise and pair it with 
modern instructional design to develop exceptional classes, 
courses, programs, and CE workshops? 
Are you ready to embrace methods and best practices that 
build learner engagement and motivation?
Do you want to match massage and bodywork content with 
teaching systems that address how students learn today— 
not yesterday?
Then you need to be part of our special instructor workshop, 
“You! The Curriculum Expert.” 
Note: A special certificate will be provided to ABMP School 
Issues Forum participants who attend the entire three-part 
workshop and complete a take-home exam (you must  
register for the Instructor Program to attend). Space is limited 
to 30 participants, so sign up early to reserve your place. 
Please bring a class unit, module, or section of curriculum 
(approximately 4–16 hours of curriculum) you would like to 
develop or redesign during the workshop.


